The Remarkable Career of a ‘Most Rare Workman’

Johan van der Wyck (1623-1679), a Dutch-educated Military Engineer and Optical Practitioner

PART 1: In the Service of the Dutch Republic

Huib J. Zuidervaart

Dutch Traces at a Foreign Location

The Swedish Skokloster Castle, in the countryside between Stockholm and Uppsala, holds a treasure of historical artefacts from the seventeenth century: paintings, tapestries, weaponry, scientific instruments, books and other curiosities, most of which has been brought together by one of its former owners, the Swedish army commander-in-chief Carl Gustaf Wrangel (1613-1676). Among the many portraits in the castle is a large picture of one of Wrangel’s flag officers: the ‘Obrist’ Johan van der Wyck (1623-1679), a man of German noble decent, born near Münster, but educated in the Dutch Republic (Fig. 1).1

As recently has been discovered, Van der Wyck was one of the most prominent optical practitioners in the Netherlands in the early 1650s. He was for instance praised as ‘a most rare [optical] workman’ by Samuel Hartlib, one of the important ‘intellectual brokers of seventeenth century Europe’.2 In the years 1654-1657 Van der Wyck lived and worked as a military engineer in Delft. Today, 17th-century Delft is known especially for its Delftware and for a group of very successful painters, the ‘Delft School’, renowned for the usage in their paintings of various mathematical and optical novelties.3 This pictorial innovation started in – or shortly before – the year 1650, when the brewer-painter Geraert Houckgeest (c.1600-1661) introduced a new kind of perspective in the paintings of his church interiors, which required a good insight into geometry and optics.4 This innovative dative viewpoint inspired several others. Artisans such as Emanuel de Witte (1617-1692), Hendrick Cornelisz van Vliet (c. 1612-1675), Carel Fabritius (1622-1654) followed this new direction in painting. A decade later other painters continued to experiment with perspective and other optical effects in their depiction of Delft interiors. Best-known examples are Pieter de Hooch (1629-1684), Johannes Vermeer (1632-1675) and Cornelis Willemsz de Man (1621-1706).

Together with Marlise Rijks, I have discussed elsewhere the probable exchange of mathematical and optical knowledge between some Delft practitioners – among whom Johan van der Wyck – and some of these Delft painters.5 We also discussed how Van der Wyck made excellent telescopes, microscopes and other optical equipment, such as a camera obscura and a kind of perspective box. In the construction of the latter, he must have received assistance from at least one of Delft’s pictorial artists. This was an intriguing find, especially in view of the still ongoing discussion about Johannes Vermeer’s presumed use of optical aids in the process of composing his paintings.6 Since that publication, continued historical research has revealed much more about the life and career of this praised optician Van der Wyck. Below I will discuss his further career, and its implications for Van der Wyck’s optical work.

Youth

Johan van der Wyck was born in Germany, at Schloss Neuhaus near Osnabrück, in 1623, as ‘Johann von der Wiek’, the second son of Engelbert von der Wiek to Neuhaus (1593-1653) and his wife Clara von Nehem. This couple would produce 15 (!) children, of which four sons and eight daughters reached adulthood. The Von der Wyck family belonged to a group of ‘Münsterischen Erbminner’, whose nobility had very ancient roots.7 The family lived already for many generations on Schloss Neuhaus. The new-born Johan was named after a famous relative, Johann von der Wiek (c.1480-1534), who had been one of the forerunners of the Reformation. Eventually, as Syndicus of Münster, he was decapitated after the conquest of this city by the army of Münster’s catholic bishop.8 After this horrific event the Van der Wyck family returned to the Catholic Church. At least two of Johan van der Wyck’s sisters lived as nun in a convent. According to a family rumour, noted down in the 18th century, Johan and his elder brother Adolph Heinrich broke with their family for religious reasons. It was said that they went to ‘foreign countries’, after their conversion to the Protestant faith. After that, their family never would have received any account of their whereabouts.9

After the departure from their native Neuhaus, both brothers chose for a military career: a rather typical choice for men of noble decent. The elder brother died already in 1643, in Antwerp, at the age of 25.10 Johan finally enlisted the army of the Calvinist Dutch Republic. He settled in Breda where he married, Johanna van Horne van Brouhese, a lady with a distinguished lineage.11

The Academy: Breda

In the cited paper Van der Wyck’s whereabouts before Delft were still shrouded in mystery.12 We could only pinpoint his arrival in Delft as close as ‘at some point between 1646 and October 1654’.13 However, by lucky coincidence, a rare pamphlet emerged in the Kongelige Bibliotek of Copenhagen, which publication reveals important details about Van der Wyck’s education in mathematics and optics.14 The pamphlet, Schultz-Schrift des hochedelgebohrnen gestrengen und mannhaftenen hernn h. Johan von der Wiek, was published in 1663, and contains several signed testimonies concerning Van der Wycks life. Later, I will discuss the backgrounds for the publication of this pamphlet. Of relevance here is, that the Schultz-Schrift reveals that in Breda Van der Wyck enrolled the Collegium Aureicum, belonging to the renowned Breda Illustrious School, founded and funded in 1646 by the Dutch stadholder Frederik Hendrik, with the purpose to train...
young men from the country’s elite for military and civil service. One of the three curators of this prestigious academy was Constantijn Huygens, the elder, who sent three of his own sons (Christiaan, Lodewijk and Philips) to this academy. On the Breda campus students lived together with their professors, so their mutual interaction must have been close. One of these professors was the English mathematician John Pell (1611-1685), who served in Breda until 1652. Pell was very skilled in mathematics and optics. He was also one of the early investigators of the telescope. Pell’s influence on Van der Wyck must have been considerable, both in mathematics as in (practical) optics. Because the Schutz-Schrift declares with respect to Van der Wyck that:

He has spent his time mostly in search of the right heavenly mathematics, in such a way that he barely came out of his chamber (which he had filled with all kinds of artfully constructed instruments, which he mostly had made himself), to mingle with others in public.

Elsewhere the Schutz-Schrift presents a picture of Van der Wyck as a young man with “an art-loving mind”, very eager to learn about “the ingenuity of the army, the politics and all other sciences”. Most interesting is also the testimony of some of Van der Wyck’s friends from Breda, who had visited him afterwards in Delft. These friends were Henricus Bornius (1617-1675), professor of ethics and logic in Breda until 1653, and Abraham Dircksz Santvoort (1669), a painter, engraver and trader in Delftware, who in 1653 changed his career to become a Calvinist minister. One of Santvoort’s copperplate engravings depicts a visit to Breda of Mary Stuart, the widow of the late Stadtholder Willem II, together with the young hereditary prince Willem III, in 1653. No doubt that this royal event has been witnessed by Van der Wyck and his spouse (Fig. 2).

Santvoort would also engrave the coat-of-arms of Van der Wyck’s ancestors for the Schutz-Schrift (Fig. 3).

Another friend who signed the Breda testimony was Jan van Vliet (1622-1666), town registrator of Breda, who in 1641 obtained a degree in law at Leiden University, and stayed active as a scholar all his life. Van Vliet, also known as Janus Vlietius, is still remembered as one of the 17th-century pioneers of comparative philology, establishing Gothic as origin of the Germanic languages. In Breda Van Vliet became also friends with the Huygens brothers. One of his poems reflects this close friendship. Because of his excellent knowledge of the English language, father Constantijn Huygens requested him in 1651 to accompany his son Lodewijk Huygens as a tutor to – then revolutionary – England, as member of a diplomatic mission. Finally, Van der Wyck’s Schutz-Schrift was signed by three military officers from the Breda garrison: first Erasmus van Falckenhaen, the military commander; then George Lauder, captain, and finally Joannis Scoda, lieutenant-colonel. Lauder and Scoda are also known as poets. Summarizing all the statements, it is evident that during his stay in Breda, Van der Wyck was encircled by several persons with an inclination towards intellectual and artistic pursuits.

According to the Schutz-Schrift Van der Wyck matriculated in Breda in early 1650. Christiaan and Lodewijk Huygens had left the Collegium Aureanum in August 1649, so Van der Wyck missed them as fellow students by only a few months. However, younger brother Philips Huygens continued his study at the Collegium Aureanum, reason why Christiaan and his elder brother Constantijn had made their acquaintance with Van der Wyck, obtained during visits to their brother in Breda. This is obvious from a letter Constantijn Huy-
Gens junior wrote to his brother Christiaan in August 1654. In this letter Constantijn informed Christiaan about a meeting he had with a man ‘de voestre connoissance’, who lived in Breda, and who was continuously busy to grind lenses for telescopes and microscopes. ‘For heavens sake, what is his name’, he added to his brother. After which Constantijn continued:

[This man] entrusted me much of all he knew, and swore that with the lenses he made, one could see from Breda what time it was [at the church] in Dordrecht. He pulled out of his pocket a small spyglass for indoor usage, which was pretty nice, because we could read quite a small letter ten, or twelve paces away. But the problem was that the instrument was too large to be hidden in one’s hand. After I have seen his lenses in close up, I found that they are not polished that masterful. From his pockets, which resemble a store full of beautiful things, he also dug up a microscope, made as the one I have myself, but much heavier. However, its lenses were worth not a big thing. I told him about my invention of small steel mirrors, without revealing to him what he desired to know with all his heart. It is a good little man, honest and telling you all he knows.27

At that time, in the summer of 1654, the two Huygens brothers had not yet really started with what would become their great mutual passion: grinding high quality telescope lenses. Obviously, in spite of Constantijn’s critical remarks, Christiaan desired to learn more about Van der Wyck’s lens grinding techniques. So, the Huygens brothers ordered a set of lenses by Van der Wyck, with the result that at the end of October 1654, Van der Wyck travelled from Delft to The Hague, in order to deliver a parcel containing two telescope lenses to the Huygens’ mansion. The accompanying letter provides us with Van der Wyck’s first remaining autograph (Fig. 4).28 During the following year Huygens would discuss Van der Wyck’s work on several occasions with both his father and his brother Constantijn. Although Christiaan was sceptical about Van der Wyck’s abilities, he repeatedly urged his brother to investigate the microscopes of this Delft ‘polisher’ which showed ‘worms in the cream of milk, in flour and in the flesh of a hare’.29

The City: Delft

The new information, presented above, implicates that Van der Wyck moved to Delft between 24 August and 27 October 1654. This means that, most likely, his relocation was a direct consequence of the Delftse Donderslag (‘Delft thunderstrike’), a huge explosion of the gunpowder repository of the States General on the 12th October 1654, which blew away a large part of Delft’s inner city. This disaster killed more than a hundred people, including the painter Carel Fabritius (Fig. 5).

Before the blast, Delft had been one of the most significant military places of the Dutch Republic. In 1572, shortly after the proclamation of the independence of the country, its supreme political organ, the States General, had selected Delft as the central place for the storage of their weaponry. This implicated that a gunpowder repository was built inside the city walls. It was this Secreet van Holland
‘Holland’s secret’), a place of crucial importance for the military strength of the country, that had exploded. So, in October 1654 the reorganization of the country’s military logistics required a large military deployment in Delft, obviously including Van der Wyck. After the blast, the only remaining repository of the States General was the Generaliteits Magazijn, a former catholic chapel, sequestered by the government after the Reformation, along the Oude Delft, one of Delft’s main canals. So in the next years this building definitely was the base of Van der Wyck’s activities in Delft (Fig. 6).

By coincidence his new working place was very near to the workshop of the late Delft optician Van Steenwijck, things were not going as expected: ‘The man who makes telescopes in Delft is old and a bad liar, because he has repeatedly promised to deliver such a tube, but he does not keep his word’, a disappointed Aitzema wrote to his patron. This complaint was repeated several times, so it is unclear if the desired optical walking cane was ever delivered. At that time the optician Van Steenwijck was in his seventies. His wife had passed away not long before, and perhaps he was ail ing himself, for he died in April 1654.

When Aitzema heard this news a few months later, Van der Wyck already had appeared on the scene. To Aitzema’s good fortune, he could offer the Brunswick duke an alternative: ‘The telescope maker in Delft is dead. But there is another [man], who can make similar or the same [devices]. He is of noble descent, but nevertheless makes such works’. Interestingly, Aitzema found it worth noting that manual practice was rather unusual for people from the higher social strata.

Already in August 1655, Van der Wyck’s optical skills were also noticed across the North Sea. Van der Wyck had given a remarkable optical demonstration before an audience in The Hague. This event was reported to Samuel Hartlib, a man with a wide-ranging interest in all kinds of science-related subjects, especially technological innovation in optics, and very much aware of the role of the Dutch Republic as a hub of knowledge. In August 1655 Hartlib wrote in his Ephemerides – a personal diary – about ‘an excellent Man at Delph in Optics and glass-grinding, who begins now to make some rare works’. Later he presented more details:

At [The] Haage now to bee performed by one paire of glasse in the window to represent and convey all the objects without upon the Streets upon the table in the middle of the roome. The inventor, as I take it, is Van der Wijcke, the Belgick Reeves at Delfe, who makes all manner of Tubes and Microscopes excelling those of Braushand. The Tubes bee fits to the sight of every ones age. [He is] a most rare Workman.

It is evident that Hartlib’s note describes some kind of projection device. More details of the optical devices made by this ‘most rare workman’ are revealed in the archives of the Brunswick Duke. In January 1655 Van der Wyck had boasted to Van Aitzema, that he had already delivered some optical playthings with rhombic glasses to ‘a foreign king’, as well as to a rich Amsterdam merchant. But now he could offer Duke August something very special: a recently invented device, never seen before. It was an optical show-box, a kind of peepshow, in which the viewer could witness the alteration of the architectural setting of an Italian castello with a background of mountains, into a naval piece revealing ships and mast. Van der Wyck’s muddled Latin description does not mention the working mechanism of the device, but it probably involved a kind of perspective box with a semi-transparent mirror and alternate lighting. This description is a most interesting document, for the better-known perspective box emerged in the Netherlands in the late 1650s. Today only six of these mid-seventeenth-century perspective boxes have survived, but none with an illusionistic arrangement as described by Van der Wyck. But his devise evidently was a variant of such an apparatus, indicating that in building it he must have cooperated with at least one of the contemporary Delft painters. Van der Wyck’s remark to Aitzema that he only recently had invented the apparatus, even suggests that he was inspired by what he had seen and heard in Delft. It is suggested for instance, that Carel Fabritius’s View of Delft, painted in 1652, was intended for a perspective box. Although Fabritius died before Van der Wyck’s arrival in Delft, it seems more than probable that the inventive Van der Wyck incorporated ideas that circulated among Delft artisans into devices of his own design. This, again, stresses the importance of the city as a location of knowledge, facilitating and stimulating the exchange of ideas, skills and objects.

In my earlier article on the Delft opticians, I have pointed to the remarkable geographical proximity of various Delft practitioners. Not only was Van der Wyck’s repository (see Fig.
7, no. 1) adjacent (or nearly so) to the former workshop of the optician Evert van Steenwijck (fig. 7, no. 2), he was also very near to another go-between, the Delft notary, surveyor and surgeon Jacob Spoors (Fig. 7, no. 4). This remarkable man was literally in the centre of a group of persons operating in Delft with a relation of some sort to mathematics, optics, chemistry, medicine or painting. Originally trained as a surgeon, Spoors knew the basics of anatomy and medicine; as a surveyor he mastered practical mathematics; as a liefhebber (‘enthusiast’) he performed observations and experiments; as a botanist he had a tulip named after him; as an author he wrote about natural philosophy; as an editor he doubled the text of a judicial textbook (in 1642 and 1658); and as a poet, he mourned the death of the famous Delft legal scholar Hugo Grotius (in 1645). Spoors was also well connected with several Delft painters. He evidently was one of Delft’s prominent liefhebbers: a man well respected for his practical skills and theoretical knowledge. Spoors was also acquainted with the mathematical instrument maker Antony Sneewins, a logical connection given the fact that Spoors also worked as a surveyor until an advanced age. In 1676 Spoors produced all measurements for a large wall map of Delft, the Kaart Figuratief, in the making of which he measured the height of one of the Delft churches together with the surveyor and later microscopist Anthony van Leeuwenhoek. All his life Spoors lived at the Oude Delft, close to Van der Wyck’s Generaliteits Magazijn; perhaps even closer to his lodgings (Fig. 7, no. 3). During Van der Wyck’s Delft years they evidently became friends, as is proven by the fact that Van der Wyck in 1675, after his retirement from the Swedish and Holstein armies, travelled to Delft, specifically to have Spoors drawn up a new last will. By then Van der Wyck and his wife had settled in a mansion in Noordwijk (near Leiden), so their choice for Spoors as their notary can only be explained as a gesture ‘for old times’ sake’.

When Van Aitzema, Huygens and Hartlib were aware of the remarkable optical products of Van der Wyck as Perspectivmacher zu Delft, it can be taken for granted that Spoors, living only a few yards away, also knew of Van der Wyck’s optical achievements. Perhaps it was even Spoors who introduced Van der Wyck into the perspective box, or introduced him to his acquaintance, the painter Pieter de Hooch. Although archival or pictorial evidence is wanting, these guesses seem plausible. Was it indeed the (then) 26-year old Pieter de Hooch who assisted in Van der Wyck’s project? He lived nearby (Fig. 7, no. 5) and was more-or-less of the same age as the (then) 32-year old Van der Wyck. Interestingly, De Hooch is renowned for his ‘box-like...
chamber views’ and his experiments with optical effects in his paintings.53

But there are also other candidates. Van der Wyck’s friend Abraham Santvoort, for instance, who in 1663 declared to have visited Van der Wyck several times in Delft.54 It seems unlikely that Johannes Vermeer (Fig. 7, no. 7), who entered the St. Luke Guild on 29 December 1653, cooperated with Van der Wyck, although it is tempting to think that Vermeer witnessed a demonstration of Van der Wyck’s optical devices of a nature described by Hartlib. At such an optical performance, Vermeer could even have had company of the then still unknown Leeuwenhoek, who had returned to Delft that very year, setting close to the repository (Fig. 7, no. 6). At least Leeuwenhoek was in the neighbourhood when Van der Wyck made his Delft telescopes and microscopes, praised by Hartlib as ‘excelling those of Brabant’.55 Was Spoors perhaps their go-between? Unfortunately, we only can say that Spoors knew both stakeholders very well.56

Be this as it may, in June 1655 Aitzema paid the Nobilis optici zu Delft a total sum of 310 ‘Reichshaler’ for a complete set of this optical equipment, on which Van der Wyck had worked for twelve weeks.57 Van der Wyck received the order in spite of the fact that the descriptions he had send to the Brunswick duke were not understandable to Johannes Wiesels, then the best known telescope and microscope maker in Germany, who had been asked for advice.58 But after Aitzema’s assurance that in Holland the Delft master had the reputation of being the best telescope maker, the duke had approved the order.59 Apart from the optical show-box, this ‘pièce d’art’, Van der Wyck’s delivery included two telescopes with wooden tubes, containing five lenses each.60 This number of lenses indicates that Van der Wyck followed the newly invented scheme for an eye-piece tube with multiple lenses, proposed in 1645 in a publication by Antonius Maria Schyrly de Rheita.61 Compared to the earlier Dutch telescope with two lenses, such multiple lens arrangement provides a larger field of view, as is confirmed by Van der Wyck’s statement that with his telescopes one could observe at one hour distance ‘two cohorts of soldiers’ instead of ‘only half a man’ as with the older telescopes.62 This commission for the Brunswick Duke was one of Van der Wyck’s last optical projects in Delft. Soon afterwards he would enter the service of the Swedish crown.

To be continued as Part 2 ‘In the Service of the Swedish King and the Duke of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp’ in the December issue.
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